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Quote: “Computer ethics is a new area of applied ethics with a rapidly burgeoning portfolio of ethical 

case studies and problems.”  

What I expect to learn: What I expect to learn from this chapter is what the gender agenda in computer 

ethics all about. 

Review:  The chapter talks about the gender agenda in computer ethics. What is the gender agenda in 

computer ethics? Gender agenda is like to know and analyze what the agenda of computer ethics really 

is. Why is computer ethics created and what is its features and functionalities and how it can be related 

to the real world. We have to make sure that everything will be related to computer ethics. Because 

computer ethics is the most important and the core of ethics so in order to understand this we have to 

analyze first the value and difference between computer ethics from other kinds of ethics that is existing 

and there are various wide ranges of computer ethics that we can choose from or particularly ethics. 

Computer ethics is like the one of the types of computer ethics or ethics that is invented when the issues 

related to computer ethics arise when people used the computer too much like abusing it and using it 

for other thing and using it for wrong doings and negative things and this is not good because it should 

be done in a good way if not then what should it be. We have to consider and be careful on the things 

that we would do and we have to consider if what we are doing is good or not to not make any mistakes 

in the end. We have to always do things that will have good effect in relation to computer ethics 

because computer ethics is really important. 

What I have learned: 

1. Computer ethics is very important and we should value it. 

2. We should be careful on what we are doing. 

3. We should consider if what we are doing is good or bad. 

4. There are many other kinds and types of ethics and computer ethics is one of them. 

5. Computer ethics should be carefully and properly used. 

Integrative Questions: 

1. What is the relation of this chapter to ethics? 

2. What is the relation of this chapter to information technology? 

3. What is the possible solution on the issues relating to computer ethics? 

4. Does the government have to do with these problems? 

5.  Is money related in the issue regarding computer ethics? 
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